ROCKY MOUNTAIN HARDWARE

Light in scale with a streamlined silhouette, the Edge Collection's solid bronze hardware is highly customizable with six textures and 10 finishing options to suit any modern space.

rockymountainhardware.com

LEGNO BASTONE WIDE PLANK FLOORING

Legno Bastone Wide Plank Flooring is a fifth-generation European manufacturing company. Shown here is Roma from its European Elegance Collection. Handcrafted by European artisans, Legno’s products become “Custom-Designed Furniture for Your Floor.”

legnobastone.com

MUST HAVE

A COLLECTED MIX CAPTURES THE CASUAL ELEGANCE AND MODERN SOPHISTICATION OF FINE DESIGN

BOYD LIGHTING

Boyd’s Totem Series offers a fresh take on early American modernism. Casual yet elegant, the customizable pendants and sconces combine ingenious LED technology with Boyd’s impeccable craftsmanship.

boydlighting.com

GENSUN

The timeless, linear styling and harmonious proportions of the Drake collection from Gensun make it a pleasing choice for any space. An incredibly versatile line, Drake satisfies a variety of styles.

gensuncasual.com

NATHAN ANTHONY

The Dali chair by Tina Nicole features reverse tufting across the back that resembles cascading petals. Gilded modern legs add sophistication to this contemporary design, paying homage to the Art Deco and midcentury design periods.

nathananthonylfurniture.com